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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a method to embed the color in-

formation of an image in a corresponding grey-level image. The
objective of this work is to allow free access to the grey-level im-
age and give color image access only if you own a secret key.
This method is made of three major steps which are the color
quantization, the ordering and the data hiding. The originality
of this paper is to build anindexed imagewhich is, in the same
time, a semantically intelligible grey-level image. In order to
obtain this particularindexed image, which should be robust to
data hiding, we propose an original K color ordering algorithm
called thelayer running algorithm.

Introduction
Nowadays, only few secure solutions are proposed in order

to give both a free access to low-quality images and a secure ac-
cess to the same images at an higher quality. Our solution is built
on a data-hiding method. The image may be freely obtained but
its high quality visualization requires a secret key. More pre-
cisely, in our solution, a grey-level image is freely accessible but
only secret key owners may rebuild the color image. Our aim is
thus to protect the color information by embedding this informa-
tion in the grey level image. Note that this work is though to be
used to give a limited access to the private images data-base of
the Louvre Museum of Paris, France.

The proposed method is made of three major steps which
are thecolor quantization, theorderingand thedata hiding. In
the color quantization step, the aim is to foundK colors and as-
signed to each pixel, one of thoseK colors. In the ordering step,
the aim is to organize thoseK colors in order to build a palette
of chromatically regular color and anindexed imagewhich is
semantically intelligible. In the data hiding step, the aim is to
embed the color palette in theindexed image. The originality
of this paper is to build anindexed imagewhich is, in the same
time, a semantically intelligible grey-level image. In order to ob-
tain this particularindexed image, which should be robust to data
hiding, we propose an originalK color ordering algorithm called
the layer running algorithm.

No other previous similar works have been proposed in this
field. One could reference solutions such that Wuand al who
propose to build a new palette in order to embed one message bit
into each color of the palette [8], but no one embed the palette
in the indexed image. In a first part, we describe the three steps
of the proposed method. In a second part, we have applied our
method on various color images and analyzed the results.

The proposed method
Color quantization

Reducing the color number of a color image is a classical
quantization problem. The optimal solution, to extract theK col-

ors, is obtained by solving:

{Pı,k,C(k)}= arg min
Pı,k,C(k)

N

∑
ı=1

K

∑
k=1

Pı,k.dist2(I(ı),C(k)), (1)

whereI is a color image of dimensionN pixels,C(k) is thekth

color of the researchK colors,dist is a distance function in the
color space (L2 in the RGB color space), andPı,k ⊂ {0,1} is the
membership value of pixelı to colork.

A well known solution to minimize the Equ. (1), and then
to obtain theK colors, is to use the ISODATA k-mean clustering
algorithm [1].Pi,k is defined as:

∀i,∀k,Pi,k =

 1 if k = arg
{k′}
{ min

k′∈[1,K]
dist(I(i),C(k′))},

0 else,
(2)

with C(k) = ∑N
i=1 Pi,k×I(i)
∑N

i=1 Pi,k
.

Nevertheless, in our approach theK number is significant in
comparison to the original number of color. If we proceed with
a classical k-mean algorithm, the number of color extracted will
often be belowK. Indeed, it is the well known problem ofdeath
classes. To overcome that problem, one could initialized thePı,k
values by solving the fuzzy c-mean equation below:

{Pı,k,C(k)}= arg min
Pı,k,C(k)

N

∑
ı=1

K

∑
k=1

Pm
ı,k.dist2(I(ı),C(k)), (3)

wherem is the fuzzy coefficient (m is set to 1.6 as proposed in
[3]) andPı,k ∈ [0,1] are fuzzy membership values. This equation
is solved by a fuzzy c-mean algorithm [4].

Layer running
Once the color quantization has been processed, the ob-

tainedK color image, could be represented by anindexed image
(thanks toPı,k values) and a color palette (thanks toC(k) values).
Our goal is to solve two constraints; the first constraint is to get
an indexed imagewhere each grey-level is not too far from the
luminance of the original color image; the second constraint is
that in the color palette, two consecutive colors should not be far
distant. Thanks to the color quantization, we already own anin-
dexed imageand a color palette. Our problem is then to find a
permutation function which permutes in the same time the val-
ues of theindexed imageand the values of the color palette. The
best permutation functionΦ is found by solving:

Φ = argmin
Φ

N

∑
ı=1

dist2(Y(ı),Φ(Index(ı)))

+λ

K−1

∑
k=1

dist2(Palette(Φ−1(k)),Palette(Φ−1(k+1))),

(4)



whereY is the luminance of the original color image, andλ is
the Lagrangian value. TheΦ permutation function is a bijective
function inN defined such thatΦ : [1..K]→ [1..K].

In a first approximation, the Equ. (4) is solved thanks to
an heuristic algorithm. The aim of this algorithm is to find an
ordering for theK colors such that consecutive colors are not far
distant and such that colors are ordered from the darkest to the
lightest. This ordering defines for eachkth color a k′ position
which gives us theΦ function such thatΦ(k) = k′.

Figure 1. A view of the layer running in the RGB cube.

To find an ordering of theK colors, the algorithm (see List-
ing 1) runs the color space to build the ordered suite of colors,
illustrated Figure 1. This running is obtained by jumping from
color to color, into the color space, by choosing the closer color
from the current one. The first color of this suite is chosen as the
darkest one among theK colors. An additional constraint to this
running is that we limit the research of colors to colors which
are not too far in luminance. This signify that the running in the
color space is limited to a layer defined on luminance informa-
tion. This layer running algorithmcould then be seen as a kind
of 3D spiral run in the color space.

Spatial data hiding method
The methods in spatial domain embed directly the informa-

tion into the pixel of the original image. The first techniques
embedded the bit message in a sequential way in the LSB (Low
Significant Bit) of the pixel image [2, 6]. They have been im-
proved by using a PRNG (Pseudo-Random Number Generator)
and a secret key in order to have private access to the embed-
ded information. The PRNG spreads over the image the message
and makes hard the steganalyses [5]. Although those spatial hid-
ing methods are not robust against attacks, they enable to embed
a great amount of information. The embedding process can be
made in the LSB1, LSB2 or even in more significant bits such as
SB4 [7] by using the fourth bit of the pixel image.

For this paper, we have used an algorithm to embed the color
palette information in the LSB1 of the image ofN pixels. The
objective is thus to embed a messageM made up ofm bits bı

Listing 1. Layer running algorithm

I n t ege r LAYERSIZE ; / / Th i ckness o f t h e l a y e r .

Array l uminance ; / / A s s o c i a t e s a grey− l e v e l t o a node

I n t ege r nbNode ; / / Number o f nodes ( pa th s i z e ) .

Procedure LayerRunn ingAlgor i thm ( ) :L i s t

begin

Set l a y e r ; / / A s e t o f nodes.

L i s t pa th ; / / A sequence of c o n s e c u t i v e nodes.

Node cu r ren tNode ; / / The c u r r e n t node.

Node minLumNode ; / / Minimum luminance node.

/ / THE CURRENT NODE IS SET TO x0

cu r ren tNode← x0 ;

/ / THE ORIGIN OF THE PATH IS SET TO x0

pa th ← cu r ren tNode ;

/ / COMPUTE THE MINIMUM LUMINANCE NODE

minLumNode← arg
node
{node|(luminance[node]≥ luminance[x0]

and node/∈ path)} ;

/ / COMPUTE THE LAYER (A SET OF NODE)

l a y e r ← arg
{node}

{{node}|(luminance[node]≥ luminance[minLumNode]

and luminance[node]≤ luminance[minLumNode]+LAYERSIZE

and node/∈ path)} ;

/ / COMPUTE THE PATH

f o r nb from 2 to nbNode

begin

/ / NEAREST NODE FROM THE CURRENT ONE IN THE LAYER

cur ren tNode← arg min
node∈layer

dist(currentNode,node) ;

/ /ADD THIS NODE TO THE PATH

pa th ← pa th ⊕ cu r ren tNode ;

/ / SUPRESSTHIS NODE FROM THE LAYER

l a y e r ← l a y e r − cu r ren tNode ;

/ / IF THE CURRENT NODE IS THE MINIMUM LUMINANCE NODE

/ /− UPDATE OF THE MINIMUM LUMINANCE NODE.

/ /− AND UPDATE OF THE LAYER ( SLIDING WINDOW) ,

i f ( ( cu r ren tNode = minLumNode )and ( nb 6= nbNode ) )

then

begin

/ / COMPUTE THE MINIMUM LUMINANCE NODE

minLumNode← arg
node
{node|(luminance[node]≥

luminance[minLumNode] and node/∈ path)} ;

/ / COMPUTE THE LAYER (A SET OF NODE)

l a y e r ← arg
{node}

{{node}|(luminance[node]≥ luminance[minLumNode]

and luminance[node]≤ luminance[minLumNode]+LAYERSIZE

and node/∈ path)} ;

end

end

/ / RETURN PATH

re turn pa th ;

end



(M = b1b2...bm). The embedding factor, inbit/pixel, is:

Ef = m/N. (5)

The original image is then divided in areas of sizeb1/Ef c pix-
els. Each area is used to hide only one bitbı of the message.
This splitting procedure guarantees that the message is spread
homogeneously over the whole image. In order to hide the color
palette in the image we need to embedm= 3×254×8 = 6096
bits (the number of colors isK = 254) in theindexed image. Con-
sequently, the embedding factorEf , Equ. (5), only depends on
the image sizeN. In our process, the PRNG selects randomly, for
each region, a pixelI(n). In order to get a marked pixelIM(n),
the LSB of this selected pixelI(n) is then modified according to
the message bit:

IM(n) = I(n)− I(n) mod2+bı. (6)

Results
We have applied our method on three color images of size

256× 256 pixels: the baboon, Figure 2.a, the airplane, Figure
6.a, and the house, Figure 7.a. The baboon image owns a lot of
different colors, the airplane image owns very few colors and is
light-colored and the house image owns tint areas. The results
obtained show that the approach is efficient whatever the image
type.

(a)

Figure 2. a) Original color image of baboon.

The first step of the approach is the quantization. Figure 3.a
shows baboon quantified image obtained with a k-mean quanti-
zation andK = 254. Once quantization have been proceeded, a
color palette and itsindexed imageare obtained, Figure 3.b and
Figure 3.c. One could observe that theindexed imagedo not en-
able to understand its semantic content. With the application of
the layer running algorithm, we obtain an ordered color palette
(Figure 4.a) and itsindexed image(Figures 4.b). Note that the
layer running algorithmdo not change the informational content
i.e the color palette and theindexed imageallow to rebuild the
same color image before and after processing thelayer running
algorithm. Also note that the newindexed image(Figure 4.b) is
more contrasted than the luminance of the original color image,
Figure 4.c, but keep its semantic intelligibility. We could also re-
mark in the color palette, Figure 4.a, that consecutive colors are
colorimetricly closed.

The length of our embedded message (color palette) ism=
6096 bits which gives an embedding factor, for an image of 256×
256 pixels, ofEf = 0.093bits/pixels. The indexed imageafter

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. a) Quantified image, b) Color palette of the quantified image, c)

Indexed image from the quantified image.



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Application of the layer running algorithm on the baboon image:

a) Color palette after color ordering, b) Indexed image after color ordering,

c) Luminance of the original color image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Embedding the color palette in the indexed image after color

ordering: a) Indexed and marked image, b) Difference image between the

indexed image and the indexed marked one, c) Reconstructed color image

from the indexed and marked one d) Color difference image between the

quantified image and the reconstructed one.



color ordering is then cut in block of 10 pixels. In each 10-pixel
block, a bit of the color palette is embedded in the LSB of a pixel
selected by the PRNG. We have used a secret key of 128 bits
as a seed for the PRNG, so the distribution of the message over
the image is key-related. This secret key has also been used to
encrypt the color palette before the embedding.

Figure 5.a illustrates the marked image. Figure 5.b is the
difference image between theindexed imageand the indexed and
marked one and shows insertion sites (white pixels) of the color
palette. The PSNR computed betweenindexed imageand in-
dexed marked one isPSNR= 58.1 dB. We can notice that a
palette compression will moreover drastically reduce this distor-
tion. Figure 5.c shows the reconstructed color image from the
indexed marked one. It could be observed that this image is not
visually far from the original quantified one. The PSNR value of
39.8 dBconfirms this quality aspect.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6. Application of the layer running algorithm on the airplane image:

a) Original color image, b) Luminance of the original color image, c) Color

palette, d) Indexed image, e) Indexed and marked image, f) Reconstructed

color image from the indexed and marked one.

Results on Figures 6 and 7 similarly show that the color
degradation due to color palette embedding is not visually per-
ceptible. Those good results are possible thanks to the colors
proximity of consecutive colors in the palette and thanks to the
data hiding method. Finally, few PSNR values are given on the
table below. One could remark that rebuild color images are of
good quality (over 32 dB). PSNR values for indexed image are
under 20 dB which is in general a poor result but it is known

that PSNR measure is not well adapt in case of strong contrast
distortion. Indeed, the indexed images are visually pleasant.

PSNR comparisons
images PSNR(luminance,index) PSNR(color image,rebuild)
baboon 16.32 32.89
airplane 12.95 38.89
house 18.56 38.07

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 7. Application of the layer running algorithm on the house image:

a) Original color image, b) Luminance of the original color image, c) Color

palette, d) Indexed image, e) Insertion sites (white pixels) of the color palette

in the indexed image, f) Reconstructed color image from the indexed and

marked one.



Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a method to hide the color

information in a grey-level image. This method is made of three
major steps which are the color quantization, the color ordering
and the data hiding. The originality of this paper is to build anin-
dexed imagewhich is a semantical intelligible grey-level image.
Moreover, to obtain this particularindexed image, an originalK
color ordering algorithm is proposed: thelayer running algo-
rithm. The results obtained show good performances. One of
our perspective work will be to treat other color spaces in order
to improve the ordering of theK colors.
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